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 yes it needs to find out name of the device that is mounted I am sure that there is a way to do this but that is not the first thing
that I can think of bobweaver: Hmm, I don't think I followed the right sequence of commands bobweaver: You actually mean

mountall, not udisks? well they are related no? udisks is a plugin that uses mountall to find the devices I thought that it is called
devicemanager ok, yes like how it used to be in the past It's a plugin to the application The application is udisks so is this I keep
thinking about it wrong So the device manager (in this case, udisks) must "know" about the devices to mount them but how does
it know? It used to be a daemon process in the olden times pre-upstart ? before being rewritten by upstart if the device manager
tells upstart about the device, then it knows about the device does it need to be made into a service? no why do you want to do

this? or should I ask for clarification? Laney: it just says at the begining in the paste that I made ah, I see it now I don't think that
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it's exactly trivial though I am guessing that it is a plugin to upstart Yeah, it's a binary to mount devices and run udisks-daemon I
think that upstart looks for a device that is a mounted and then starts a service on it or if there is already a service on it that

upstart starts that f3e1b3768c
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